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This document contains confidential information and proprietary material from ELECTRÓNICA Y MANTENIMIENTO DE
APLICACIONES, COMUNICACIONES Y SISTEMAS, S.L. (EMACS). Materials, ideas and concepts contained in this
proposal will be used solely to assess the capabilities of ELECTRÓNICA Y MANTENIMIENTO DE APLICACIONES,
COMUNICACIONES Y SISTEMAS, S.L. (EMACS). and they may not be disclosed outside of your organization or used for
purposes other than those listed. It is not allowed total or partial reproduction or use with other organizations for any other
purpose, except with the prior written permission.
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1.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF APPLICATION

1.1

Basic Object

The Code of Ethics and Conduct of the EMACS Group reflects our ethical commitment to act, in
accordance with the principles and standards of conduct defined therein, in the development of our
relationships with the group of stakeholders affected by our activity: employees, customers,
shareholders, associates, suppliers and the civil societies in which we are present.

1.2

Scope of Application

This Code of Ethics and Conduct will apply to all companies that make up the EMACS Group and will
link all its staff.
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2.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND VALUES

The purpose of this Code of Ethics and Conduct is to establish the principles of the activity of EMACS
Group, which are set out in the mission and values of the company.
The mission of EMACS Group is to be a leader and a benchmark in the security services in all
markets where it is present. For this, it seeks high levels of efficiency and profitability that benefit
customers, suppliers, employees and shareholders. The provision of these security services is
distinguished by its operational excellence and the pursuit of continuous improvement and innovation.
Our Code of Ethics and Conduct:


Provides a model of action with common criteria.



Unique for the whole group.



Based on the existing values of EMACS Group.



Provides a guidance on how we should behave and identify what our behavior patterns
should be.



Maintains a commitment to people and the environment based on ethical principles.

Then, we introduce the EMACS’s values and how it is presents of the day by day in our company:

Proactivity
The ability to lead the way, anticipate to customer’s demands and solve the problems before it takes
place is a value differentiating in the quality of services that we offer to our customers.

Market Leadership
Not only we aspire to be the best leading figure inside the market in which we work but also we want
to be a reference inside our field.

Customer orientation
EMACS consider customer orientation is more than a declaration of good intentions and all our
organization is focused on that target. The customer is the focal point of the EMACS activity and to
him are oriented all the people, management systems and internal structure, with the creation of
figures as single interlocutor.
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For this reason, the company’s professionals keep continuous dialogue with customers and this
allows to detect early any inefficiency and supply the best solutions in each case.
EMACS actively compete, developing entirely legal and ethical practices. We respect the
confidentiality of our customers.

Excellence
Achieve excellence in our action is the primary aim for EMACS Group, thus we pay the maximum
attention in quality of every internal and external processes (from selection and training personnel to
customer relationship) and we are committed to find new tools and management models in our
activities. This purpose involves the entire organization and all of services which implies a wish to
improve continually the profit of customers.

Teamwork
We make every effort to work as a team daily, to this end we identify and disseminate the best
management practices, in order to get more efficient use of resources, facilitating innovation and
guaranteeing continuous improvement of our operation. The maximum practical expression of
EMACS is to do things homogeneously in every country applying the best methods.

Transparency
EMACS believes transparency is essential to build up trust from an internal and external point of view
and therefore making a possible accurate and efficient information flow.
The fluidity of internal information allows to know customers’ needs at all levels of the organization
and thus it facilitate his satisfactory response.

Brand
The Brand is one of the most important assets of EMACS and it act as a differentiating element,
moreover it must be the vehicle that transfers the Company’s values.

Value creation for our people
Through training systems, motivation and loyalty programs and a permanent internal promotion
policy, we provide our employees opportunities to develop their potentialities.
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3.

BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS

3.1

Social Commitment

Being socially responsible is a prerequisite for EMACS. In his policy but also in his actions, the
Company accepts the ethical commitment to have to worry about of those around him, that means a
complex society where social demands overgrow the conventional concepts and it is manifested in
different contexts. The ultimate aim is to contribute to create a caring society with more opportunities
for all of us.

3.2

Equality and Respect between Employees

The human capital is the fundamental assets of EMACS Group.
In the labor rights’ area, EMACS defend the free affiliation trade-union membership and the collective
bargaining, it supports the elimination of forced labor or coerced labor, as well as the elimination of
discriminations in respect of employment. In addition, EMACS Group doesn’t employ anybody who is
below the legal age, and no employee will be discriminated against because of race, disability,
religion, age, national origin or sex.
No form of physical, sexual, psychological or verbal harassment or abuse is permitted at EMACS.
The wages these workers receive are in line with the role played, always respecting the Sector
Agreements.
EMACS worries about finding the best candidates and training properly. It pursues maintain their
loyalty and offer them a professional projection too through a reliable supportive working environment
that allows full development of their potentials.
EMACS dedicate great effort to push employee’s professional career, in order to offer a
developments prospects within the Group and motivates in the course of their work. As far as
possible, the necessary measures would be introduced when these contribute to the balance
between professional life and personal life.
Entire staff has a responsibility to treat their coworkers, superiors and subordinate fairly and
respectfully. In the same way, the relationship between employees of EMACS Group and
collaborating entities will be founded on mutual professional respect and collaboration.
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3.3

Respect for the Law

All employees must be enforcing existing laws in the countries where they develop his working
activity with ethical behavior. Also they must avoid any conduct, without violate the law, considerate
by the Organization as detrimental for his reputation and can have a negative effect on his interests.
Each employee is expected to be familiar with the laws as it applies to his or her job, they can request
accurate information through his superior or relevant instances.
No employee will collaborate consciously with third parties in the violations of any law or they will not
participate in any proceedings if this compromises respect for legality.

3.4

External Relationship

EMACS Group’s employees will interact with customers and supplier of goods or services lawfully,
ethically and y respectfully.
The provider’s selection is operated by objective and transparency criteria, reconciling Company’s
interest with to obtain the best supplies’ conditions, in order to keep stable relationship with ethical
and responsible suppliers.
No employee of EMACS Group may offer, grant, apply or accept, either directly or indirectly, any gifts
or donations, favors or compensations, whether in cash or in kind, regardless of the nature thereof,
that might have an impact in the decision-taking process in connection with the performance of the
duties pertaining to their office.
Employees will must act according to the existing laws and, under no circumstances, they won’t can
incur in bribes of third parties to this Company, his employees and vice versa.

3.5

Corporate Image and Reputation

EMACS’s employees shall abstain from using for their own benefit or to third party, and disclosing
any information or document obtained in the course of their work for the Organization if this is not
public and/or accessible to the public.
They will ensure that any operations that might have an economic impact that they carry out for the
Company, appear clearly and precisely on the appropriate records of accounts, as a true transactions
carried out, which shall be available to the internal and external auditors.
EMACS provide his employees with necessary resources to carry out its professional functions.
Entire staff must apply the Company’s resources responsibly and properly on his professional activity
environment. Similarly, they must protect them and preserve them from any incorrect use that might
derive damages to the Company’s interest.
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3.6

Health and Safety at Work

EMACS encourages the adoption of health and safety policies at work and it assume the preventive
measures established in current legislation in each country guaranteeing that their employees
develop activities in safe and healthy workplaces.
Therefore, it is imperative to create and maintain a safe working environment and to prevent
accidents in the workplace
Before starting a new activity, operation or project, sell a new product or service, acquire a new
business or participate in any dangerous activity, it is necessary to assess the risks inherent in safety
a hygiene’s requirement to the persons who are directly or indirectly involved and ensure the correct
prevention.

3.7

Respect for the Environment

Environmental preservation is one of the basic pillars of our action manifested in accordance with the
best environmental practices in all their activities. EMACS is committed to action at all times in
accordance with sustainability and environmental criteria, adopting consistent practice with good
environmental practices.
From an environmental point of view, the Group performs awareness campaigns between their
employees about management of natural resources, encoring initiatives that promote increased
environmental responsibility and favor the development of technologies that respect the environment.
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4.

COMPLIANCE AND EFFECT OF CODE

EMACS will communicate and disseminate to all employees the contents of the Code of Ethics and
Professional Conduct. Entire staff who are joined EMACS will have to accept the values, principles
and operating standards that the Code contains.
Any employee can justify an improper conduct with the help of superior order or plead ignorance of
this Code.
For those, for actions or omission, who infringed the Code or EMACS Group’s policy and procedures
will be subject to appropriate disciplinary actions, up to and including termination of employment.
The present Code of Ethic and Conduct will be review and update periodically and it will consider the
suggestions and proposal made by employees and commitments taken on by EMACS about social
responsibility and good government.
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5.

ANNEX I - APPROVALS AND CERTIFICATES

1

ISO 9001:2008 (Quality) and ISO 14001:2004
(Environmental) Certified

EMACS Group is certified to implement and design electrical, electronic, security
and fire protection systems as well as electrical systems and H.V.A.C.
installations and maintenances, along with marketing of computer, electronics,
security and fire protection systems.

2

Approval for Fire Protection Systems
(Installation and Maintenance)

Companies that belong to EMACS Group are approved for Anti Fire Systems
Installations with Industrial Registry identification nº 134666 (EMACS) and nº
134668 (SEGUREMACS).

3

Installation and maintenance of fire protection
equipment that uses fluorinated gases as the
extinguishing agent.

Companies that belong to EMACS Group are approved Installation and
Maintenance of fire protection equipment that uses fluorinated gases as the
extinguishing agent with Industrial Registry identification nº 134666 (EMACS)
and nº 134668 (SEGUREMACS).

4

Official Tenderer - Approval by Department of
Treasury

Companies that belong to EMACS Group are included in the Centralized
Procurement System State (Spain only) for services and products related to
AUDIOVISUAL SERVICES, ACCESS CONTROLS AND SECURITY SERVICE
and SOFTWARE. Our identification numbers are 0000262009 (EMACS) and
0000272009 (SEGUREMACS).

5

Official Tenderer - Approval by Madrid
Government

EMACS Group is approved for participation in Official Contracts, according to
the Official Register of Tenderers for works and services in Madrid (Spain). Our
identification numbers are 3396 (EMACS) and 3397 (SEGUREMACS).

6

Official Tenderer - Approval by Department of
Treasury

EMACS Group is approved for participation in Official Contracts, according to
the Official Register of Tenderers and Classified Companies for works and
services Spain. Our approvals numbers are P-01-B, P-02-C, P-05-B, V-02-A, V03-C and K-09-A (EMACS) and P-01-B, P-05-D, I-08-D and K-09-A
(SEGUREMACS).

7

Security - Approval by Department of State

SEGUREMACS is approved for the installations and maintenances of
surveillance and alarm security systems by the Spanish Department of State.
Our identification number is 3475.

8

Approval by Spain Department of Defence
(DGAM)

Companies that belong to EMACS Group are approved for the completion of
supplies, and facilities and maintenance of surveillance and alarm security
systems by the Spain Department.of Defence. Our identification numbers are the
5607 (EMACS) and 5608 (SEGUREMACS).

9

Approval by Nuclear Safety Council

Companies that belong to EMACS Group are listed in the Register of External
Companies Nuclear Safety Council with numbers 09/22629 and 09/22630.

10

H.V.A.C. Installation and Maintenance.

SEGUREMACS is certified for H.V.A.C. installations and maintenances. See
Industrial Registry identification nº 134668 (SEGUREMACS) for details.

11

Approval by Department Of Industry - Low
Voltage Electrical Installations

SEGUREMACS is certified for installations and maintenances of Low Voltage
Electrical Installations. See Industrial Registry identification nº 134668
(SEGUREMACS) for details.
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